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Reference: A12

Name: Kineton, one way

Distance: 2.0 miles

Main features: A direct route, much of it off road between Combrook and
Kineton. There are a number of attractive alternative routes for the return, for
example, via Castle Hill in Kineton and Butlers Marston.

Definitive path references: SD92b, SD92c, SD92a, SD92d.
Guide:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

Up Church Hill, churchyard to your left.
Ignore bridleway to your right just before bend in the road
At the top of the road, immediately after left bend in road, turn right along footpath (way-marked post) after the
last house in the village. Through blackthorn thicket then keep hedge on your left, through a gap in the hedge
and straight across grass airstrip. Aim to right of hedge, follow hedge to field corner
Through small gap in hedge, keep on same heading across large open field towards a farm track, a large pond
and a gap in the hedge to the right.
Through gap in hedge.
The path, past the pond and a single fence post leads half left cutting a corner off a large field.
Turn right, with the hedge on your left keep to the field boundary heading south east.
After approximately 220m turn left through a very small gap in the hedge and a metal kissing gate. Go
diagonally right to the far corner of this field. Through a metal kissing gate and immediately left over a stile.
Head diagonally right across the field passing south of the trig point, over a stile hidden in a row of trees, just to
the left of a small group of trees in a wrought iron enclosure. Then straight on across the middle of the paddock,
over a stile in a hedge across another paddock heading towards the far left corner, across a stile in the fence near
the corner of the field and straight across the middle of a third paddock, keep just to the left of the horse training
ring and over a stile in the hedge by the road.
Onto the industrial estate access road, turn left and then right at the main road and Kineton village centre is a
further 500m ahead.

Stephen Bates
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